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Extreme Body Lift System
Jeep TJ/LJ
Installation Instructions
Thank you for purchasing a TNT 1.25 inch Extreme Body Lift for your Jeep Wrangler. Begin
by unpacking your kit and comparing the contents to the packing list provided at the end of the
install instructions. Please observe proper shop safety procedures when performing this install.
Use proper eye and hearing protection as required and use safe jack stands/supports, placed
appropriately for supporting the vehicle while you work on it. Cutting and minor welding are
required for the installation of this kit. TNT suggests that these operations be performed only by
a qualified shop or individual. In conjunction with installing the TNT extreme body lift a 1 inch
motor mount lift is required.
STEP 1: Prep
Begin by properly blocking your Jeep’s tires, to keep it from moving.
Looking at Figure 1, familiarize yourself with the body mount locations
on your Jeep. Location Two, Three, And Four are where your new Body
mount brackets will be installed. Locations one, five and six are where
the supplied polyurethane pucks will be installed.

Figure 1
STEP 2: Body Mount Puck Install
Locate all eleven body mount bolts on vehicle. The locations of each body mount are shown in
Figure one above. Loosen each body mount bolt, but DO NOT REMOVE until instructed.
Remove the bolt from body mount 1 located beneath the grill along with the 2 rubber grill stands,
located on each side of the body mount. Remove all the bolts on the diver side of the Jeep
Position a hydraulic jack between body mounts Three and Four on the driver’s side of the Jeep.
Place a sturdy wooden block between the hydraulic jack pad and channel portion of vehicle body
for protection. Carefully raise the vehicle body just enough to insert the 1.25” Body Pucks in body
mount locations one, five and six on the driver side as shown in Figure 2. Reinstall the rubber grill
stand on the driver side. Reinstall the bolts in Body mount location one, five and six, but leave the
bolts loose. and repeat step 2 on the passenger side.

Figure 2

STEP 3: Body Mount Bracket Install
Starting with body mount location 3 on the driver side, remove the factory body mount bracket
from the frame and grind the frame smooth. The body mount brackets are different for each
location. Figure 3 shows which Bracket is used for each Location. Install the bracket for location
3 using the factory body mount bushing and bolt to properly align the bracket. Before tacking in
place, verify the bracket is level and tight to the frame. TNT suggests multiple heavy tacks on
each bracket.

Figure 3
STEP 4: final assembly
Repeat Step 3 for location 2 and 4 on the driver side and 2, 3 and 4 on the passenger side. Once
all mounts are tacked into place, fully weld each mount to the frame. Reinstall and body mount
bushing in location 2, 3, and 4 as shown in figure 4. Add a small amount of anti-seize to all 11
body mount bolts and tighten to factory torque spec.

Figure 4

STEP 5:
Congratulations you have finished installing your TNT Customs Extreme Body Lift. TNT
recommend that after 25 to 30 miles of driving that all body mount bolts be checked and tightened
if needed.

Appendix A
Kit Components:
2 - Small Body Mounts
2 - Medium Body Mounts
2 - Large Body Mounts
5 - Polyurethane body lift pucks
2 - Polyurethane grill stands
Hardware:
5 -7/16” X 4” Bolts
5 -7/16” Sae Washers

